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Claimant represented by STEPHEN SHARUM, Attorney, Fort Smith, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by R. SCOTT ZUERKER, Attorney, Fort Smith, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On January 5, 2009, the above captioned claim came on for a hearing at Fort Smith,

Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was conducted on November 5, 2008, and a pre-

hearing order was filed on November 6, 2008.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been

marked Commission's Exhibit #1 and made a part of the record without objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the following stipulations:

1.   The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of the within

claim.

2.   The employee/employer relationship existed between the parties on February

19, 2008.

3.   The respondent has controverted this claim in its entirety.

At the time of the hearing the parties agreed to several additional stipulations.  First,

the parties agreed to stipulate that claimant earned sufficient wages to entitle her to

compensation at the rate of $388.00 for total disability benefits and $291.00 for permanent

partial disability benefits.  Second, the parties also agreed to stipulate that claimant began

receiving short-term disability benefits on February 25, 2008, and those benefits continued
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for twenty-six weeks.  Finally, the parties agreed to stipulate that claimant’s job duties

involved rapid, repetitive motion.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to litigate the following issues:

1.   Compensability of injury to claimant’s lumbar spine.

2.   Medical.

3.   Temporary total disability benefits from February 19, 2008 through a date yet

to be determined.

4.   Attorney fee.

5.   Credit for disability benefits paid to claimant (gross versus net amount paid).

The claimant contends that on February 19, 2008 she became unable to perform

her job duties in Department 185.  Claimant contends that she suffered a gradual onset

injury to her lumbar spine as a result of her job duties with the respondent.  Claimant

contends that sometime in 2007 her job duties were required to be performed in a quicker

time which resulted in her lumbar spine injury.  She seeks payment of temporary total

disability benefits from February 19, 2008 through a date yet to be determined, payment

of medical benefits, and a controverted attorney fee.  With respect to respondent’s request

for a credit for short-term disability benefits, claimant contends that respondent’s credit

would be limited to the net amount claimant received after taxes were withheld.

The respondent contends the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury as that

term is defined by Act 796.  In addition, respondents claim an offset for short-term disability

benefits received by the claimant.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, the following findings of fact

and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A. §11-9-704:
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FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.   The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-hearing conference

conducted on November 5, 2008, and contained in a pre-hearing order filed November 6,

2008, are hereby accepted as fact.

2.   The parties’ stipulation that claimant earned an average weekly wage sufficient

to entitle her to compensation at the rate of $388.00 for total disability benefits and $291.00

for permanent partial disability benefits is hereby accepted as fact.

3.   The parties’ stipulation that claimant began receiving short-term disability

benefits on February 25, 2008 and continuing for twenty-six weeks is also hereby accepted

as fact.

4.   The parties’ stipulation that claimant’s job duties involved rapid, repetitive motion

is also hereby accepted as fact.

5.   Claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she

suffered a gradual onset injury to her lumbar spine while employed by the respondent.  

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The claimant is a forty-five year old woman with a high school education and some

college.   Claimant has worked for the respondent for twenty years.

In early 2007 the claimant worked on a line in the respondent’s manufacturing plant.

The claimant’s line primarily assembled the freezer door component of refrigerators.  There

were four employees, including claimant, working on this line.  During the course of a

workday this line would assemble approximately 300 doors.   There was testimony at the

hearing that this line frequently worked ahead and in fact had some down time during the

course of a workday.

In addition to the claimant’s line, there was also a second line which was also

assembling freezer door components.  That line also completed approximately 300 freezer
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doors per day.  

At some point in 2007 in late summer or early fall, the respondent combined these

two lines together and created a “supercell”.  Instead of two cells of four people assembling

approximately 300 freezer door components each day the respondent now had seven

people working in one cell and assembling approximately 600 freezer doors per day.  

Although there was some discrepancy between the witnesses as to how much each

worker’s workload increased, there appears to be little doubt that each employee was

required to perform their job more quickly in the supercell than they had previously

performed in the separate four-person cells.

Claimant testified at the hearing that the job duties she performed after the supercell

was created caused her back to hurt and she reported those problems to her supervisor

and also to a safety person.  Claimant testified that she sought medical treatment from a

chiropractic physician on two or three occasions in October 2007.  Claimant testified that

by February 2008 she could hardly walk because of her back and she sought additional

medical treatment from Dr. Seabold, chiropractic physician.  With the exception of two days

when claimant attempted to return to work for the respondent, she has not worked for

respondent or any other employer since February 2008.

Claimant has filed this claim contending that she suffered a gradual onset injury to

her low back as a result of her job activities with the respondent.  She seeks payment of

temporary total disability benefits, medical benefits, and a controverted attorney fee.

ADJUDICATION

Claimant contends that she suffered a gradual onset injury to her low back as a

result of her job activities following the establishment of the supercell in 2007.  If a claimant

does not contend that an injury is the result of a specific incident identifiable by time and

place of occurrence, then a claimant is required to show that an injury is a gradual onset
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injury under the provisions of A.C.A. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii) through §11-9-102(4)(A)(vi).  For

a gradual onset claim, claimant has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence that she suffered a compensable injury which caused internal or external harm

to her body which arose out of and in the course of her employment and which required

medical services or resulted in disability or death.  In addition, claimant has the burden of

proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the injury was the major cause of her

disability or need for medical treatment.  A.C.A. §11-9-102(4)(E)(ii).  In addition, claimant

must also establish a compensable injury by medical evidence supported by objective

findings.  A.C.A. §11-9-102(4)(D).   

After reviewing the evidence in this case impartially, without giving the benefit of the

doubt to either party, I find that claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she suffered a compensable gradual onset injury.  Specifically, I find that

claimant has failed to establish a causal connection between her low back injury and her

job activities with the respondent.

As previously noted, much of the testimony at the hearing centered on the change

in job duties of the claimant and other employees following the establishment of the

supercell in 2007.   However, there appears to be no disagreement that the claimant and

other employees in the supercell were required to perform additional work at a faster pace

after the establishment of the supercell.  Thus, it is clear that the claimant’s job duties

changed in 2007 after the establishment of the supercell.  However, the question is

whether claimant can meet her burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that

she suffered a compensable injury as a result of those job duties.

First, I believe it is important to note that claimant suffered a prior injury to her low

back following a motor vehicle accident in December 2004.  Claimant was treated for that

injury by Dr. Wallace Hays, a chiropractic physician.  Dr. Hays released claimant from his

care on April 19, 2005, but in a letter dated April 25, 2005, also noted that due to the
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nature of the claimant’s injuries, she would “have spinal problems that a person of the

same age and activity level who has not suffered trauma of this kind would not experience.”

Claimant testified that she was unaware of Dr. Hays’ statement and she also testified that

she did not have any additional back problems until October 2007.   

The medical records indicate that claimant sought medical treatment from Dr.

Burmaster on October 30, 2007 for a non-work related condition.  However, claimant did

give a history of back pain to Dr. Burmaster.  Dr. Burmaster’s notes contain the following

history:

[D]id something to back - saw chiropractor - is helping.

Claimant testified that the chiropractor she was seeing was Dr. Seabold.  However,

Dr. Seabold’s medical records do not begin until February 25, 2008.   In addition, Dr.

Burmaster’s notes do not indicate that claimant attributed her back pain to her job duties

with the respondent.  Claimant testified at the hearing that in October 2007 she felt like her

job activities were causing her back problems; however, she also testified that she did not

report a work-related injury to Dr. Burmaster because she was not sure that her problems

were work related.

Q. And you reported to her [Burmaster] that you had
did something to your back and saw a chiropractor?

A. Yes.

Q. You reported that to her in October of ‘07?

A. Yes.

Q. Is that accurate?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that as a result of your job activity at Whirlpool?

A. Yes.

***
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Q. And you indicated that you - - at that time [October
2007] you felt like it was your job that was hurting your
back.

A. Yes.

Q. Why, then, did you tell Dr. Burmaster that you did
something to hurt your back rather than telling Dr. 
Burmaster that you hurt your back at work?

A. Because I wasn’t for sure.

Claimant was then asked when she became sure that she had injured her back at

work.

Q. Well, when did you become sure that you hurt
your back at work?

A. After I went and seen Dr. Seabold, February, and
I couldn’t barely walk, that I was in so much pain, I
realized that I hurt my back more than I thought.  But
I felt like that keeping my job and work was an important
thing to me.

Claimant’s testimony is significant when one considers other testimony at the

hearing.  Claimant testified at the hearing that she knew her job was causing problems with

her back and she reported those problems to her supervisor and to a safety manager for

the respondent.  However, when asked why she did not report a work-related injury to Dr.

Burmaster in October 2007 claimant indicated that she was not sure at that time that she

had injured her back at work.  In fact, claimant admitted that it was not until she realized

that she had a significant back problem that she attributed her problems to her employment

with the respondent.

This evidence is also significant when one examines the medical records of Dr.

Seabold.  The first medical report from Dr. Seabold is dated February 25, 2008.  By this

time, claimant had already quit working for the respondent and was requesting short-term

disability benefits.  Dr. Seabold’s medical reports indicate that claimant was complaining

of low back and hip pain which had begun one to two weeks earlier.  Significantly, Dr.
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Seabold’s medical reports do not contain a history of claimant relating her low back

problems to her job activities for the respondent.

As previously noted, when claimant quit working for the respondent she filed for and

began receiving short-term disability benefits.  In order to receive those benefits it was

necessary for claimant and Dr. Seabold to complete a claim statement.  This statement is

contained in the claimant’s documentary evidence.  Claimant completed and signed her

portion of that form on March 4, 2008.  Despite claimant’s current testimony that she was

attributing her complaints to her job activities at that time, claimant did not indicate on the

form that she had suffered a workers’ compensation injury.  Question 7 on the portion of

the form completed by the employee asked, “If due to an accident, when, where, and how

did it happen?”   The form then includes four different boxes which may be checked

including “auto”, “workers’ comp”, “home”, and “other.”  Claimant left that question blank

and did not indicate that her condition was related to a workers’ compensation injury.

More significant is the portion completed by the claimant’s treating physician, Dr.

Seabold.  Question 4 asks, “Is condition due to injury or sickness arising out of patient’s

employment? (If yes, please explain.)”   Dr. Seabold did not check yes, but instead

checked “unknown.”   He then went on to state that claimant performs twisting and heavy

lifting at work “which could possibly cause such symptoms.”   

A claimant is not required to offer a medical opinion within a reasonable degree of

medical certainty establishing compensability.   However, medical opinions addressing

compensability must be stated within a reasonable degree of medical certainty.  A.C.A.

§11-9-102(16)(B).   Expert opinions based upon “could”, “may”, or “possibly” lack the

definitiveness required to prove a causal connection.   Frances v. Gaylord Container

Corporation, 341 Ark. 527, 20 S.W. 3d 280 (2000).   

In summary, there is no question that claimant’s job duties increased following the

establishment of the supercell in 2007.   The question in this case is whether claimant has
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met her burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that she suffered a

compensable gradual onset injury as a result of those job activities.   I find based upon the

evidence presented that claimant has failed to meet her burden of proof.   First, the

medical records submitted into evidence contain no history of the claimant attributing her

back problems to her job activities with the respondent.  Furthermore, on her short-term

disability form even claimant did not indicate that it was a workers’ compensation injury.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, claimant’s own primary treating physician, Dr.

Seabold, indicated that it was unknown as to whether claimant’s condition arose out of her

employment with the respondent.  While Dr. Seabold testified that claimant’s work “could

possibly” cause such symptoms, this statement lacks the definitiveness to prove a causal

connection.  Thus, we are left with Dr. Seabold’s opinion that it is unknown whether a

causal relationship exists.  Given that claimant has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that a causal connection does exist, I find that she has

failed to meet her burden of proof.

ORDER

Claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she suffered

a compensable gradual onset injury to her low back while employed by the respondent.

Therefore, her claim for compensation benefits is hereby denied and dismissed.

The respondents are ordered to pay the court reporter’s charges for preparing the

hearing transcript in the amount of $810.60.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                    
GREGORY K. STEWART
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
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